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COLORADO SUPREME COURT
In re Marriage of Durie – Court emphasizes Rule 7(b) requirements of civil motion practice
- 2020 CO 7 (01/27/20). In this domestic relations case, the Supreme Court considered
the standards and procedures that govern a CRCP 16.2(e)(10) post-decree motion.
The Court held that CRCP 12(b)(5) and the plausibility standard in Warne v. Hall do
not apply. It held that Rule 12(b)(5) and the plausibility standard apply to motions to
dismiss a claim for relief in a pleading. The Court held that, consistent with CRCP 7(b),
which controls motions practice in civil cases, a Rule 16.2(e)(10) motion must “state
with particularity” the grounds on which it is premised, But the Court held that this
does not preclude allegations that are based on information and belief when the moving
party lacks direct knowledge about those allegations. So long as the motion satisfies
the particularity requirement in Rule 7(b)(1), it may include such allegations. Of note,
however, is the holding that a district court should be mindful that the moving party
must satisfy Rule 7(b)(1)’s particularity requirement and ultimately bears the burden
of demonstrating by a preponderance of the evidence that he or she is entitled to relief.
In re Rademacher v. Greschler— Court reverses waiver finding of district court in
legal malpractice claim. 2020 CO 4 (SC 01/13/20). In this Rule 21 proceeding, plaintiff
challenges the district court’s ruling that she impliedly waived her attorney-client
privilege by filing a legal malpractice complaint close to the expiration of the two-year
statute of limitations and by then contesting defendant’s statute of limitations defense.
The supreme court concluded that on the facts presented, plaintiff did not assert a claim
or defense that either focused or depended on advice given by her counsel or that placed
any privileged communications at issue.
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COLORADO COURT OF APPEALS
Spiremedia Inc. v. Wozniak – Court of
Appeals holds failure to provide affidavit of
counsel warrants denial of default judgment
motion, but trial court must explain
denial. 2020 COA 10 (CA 01/16/20).
Spiremedia Inc. filed a complaint against
Wozniak for breach of contract and
treble damages for a dishonored check.
Four days after filing, the district court
issued a delay reduction order stating
that failure to comply with the order
could result in case dismissal. Wozniak
failed to respond to the complaint after
he was served, and Spiremedia filed
a motion for default judgment. The
district court denied the motion for
noncompliance with CRCP 121, § 1-14,
but did not explain how the motion was
deficient. Two days later Spiremedia
refiled the motion for default judgment
with an affidavit stating Wozniak
was not a minor, incompetent, or a
service member. The district court
found the second motion “substantially
identical” to the first and denied it
without explanation. The district court
then stated that plaintiff violated the
delay reduction order by twice filing
the motion in improper format and
dismissed the case. Spiremedia filed
a motion for reconsideration of the
dismissal order, which the district court
denied. On appeal, Spiremedia asserted
its second motion for default judgment
complied with CRCP 121, § 1-14, and
thus the district court erred by denying
it. Spiremedia’s attorney fees request
was deficient because it did not set
forth the matters required by Colorado
Rule of Professional Conduct 1.5 and
it was unsupported by an affidavit of
counsel. The district court did not err
by concluding that the motions were
deficient. However, a court must provide
an explanation of how a motion for
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default judgment is deficient such that
a party can identify and attempt to
correct the deficiencies before the case
is dismissed. Here, the district court
failed to provide a sufficient explanation
of how the motions failed to meet the
requirements of Rule 121, § 1-14 and
did not afford it the opportunity to
correct those deficiencies. It thus erred
by dismissing the case.

Pella Windows & Doors, Inc. v.
Industrial Claim Appeals Office –
Court of Appeals holds Softrock to be
considered in determining employment
relationship and is reviewable only for
determining if supported by evidence 2020 COA 9. (CA 01/16/20). Claimant
worked as a service technician for Pella
Windows & Doors, Inc. (Pella). He was
laid off but later entered into a Master
Service Subcontract Agreement to work
for Pella as an independent contractor.
Claimant took numerous steps to
establish himself as an independent
contractor, including forming and
registering his own business. While on
a work assignment for Pella, claimant
fell from a second story window and
suffered a compression fracture of his
spine and now suffers from paraplegia.
Despite telling doctors and others that
he was a self-employed independent
contractor, several months after his
injury claimant filed a claim for workers’
compensation. Pella and its insurer

contested on the grounds that claimant
was an independent contractor at
the time of his injury. An ALJ found
that the nine statutory factors that
establish an independent contractor’s
independence from a prospective
employer, enumerated in the Workers’
Compensation Act, all weighed in Pella’s
favor. The ALJ thus found that claimant
was an independent contractor. A panel
of the Industrial Claim Appeals Office
set aside the ALJ’s order because she
failed to follow Softrock [2014 CO
30], which expanded the independent
contractor analysis beyond the nine
statutory factors. On remand, the ALJ
analyzed the case under Softrock and
entered an order in November 2015
concluding again that claimant was an
independent contractor. The Panel found
the ALJ’s conclusions unsupported by
substantial evidence in the record and
again rejected her reasoning. In a second
remand, another ALJ reversed the prior
ALJ’s order and awarded claimant
benefits. Pella sought further review and
the Panel upheld the award. On appeal,
Pella contended that the Panel erred by
applying Softrock. The Panel did not
err when it determined the ALJ should
have considered the Softrock factors in
weighing whether claimant’s business
was independent of Pella, and the Panel
correctly remanded the matter to the
ALJ for consideration of the Softrock
factors. But once an ALJ has weighed the
statutory and Softrock factors, the ALJ’s
findings and determinations regarding
independent contractor status cannot be
set aside if substantial evidence supports
them. Here, substantial evidence
supported the ALJ’s factual findings and
credibility determinations. The Panel
therefore should not have set aside the
November 2015 order. The case was
remanded with directions to reinstate
the ALJ’s November 2015 order.
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Igou v. Bank of America, N.A. —
Court of Appeals holds claim of foreclosure
accrues when acceleration date arrives 2020COA15 (CA 01/30/20). A division
of the court of appeals considers when a
claim to foreclose on a mortgage accrues
where the mortgage agreement gives
the creditor the option to accelerate
the entire loan if the debtor defaults
on a monthly payment. The division
concludes that, after a default, if the
creditor notifies the debtor that the
entire mortgage will be accelerated on a
specific future date if the debtor fails to
cure the default by that date, the debt is
accelerated and the claim accrues once
that date arrives and the debt remains
uncured.
Harvey v. Centura — No duty to submit
bills to Medicare prior to claiming hospital
lien - 2020COA18 (CA 01/30/20). The
Court of Appeals interpreted Section
38-27-101(1) as it applies to a hospital
lien. The Court of Appeals concluded
that the statute does not require a
hospital to bill Medicare and Medicaid
for medical services before creating a
lien against the person who received the
services, when that person is covered by
other insurance. Ms. Harvey was injured
in a rear-ender and was represented by
Frank A’s office. She was a Medicare
beneficiary and Medicaid recipient. The
hospital billed for its services, and when
it did not receive payment, assigned the
bill for collection. Harvey’s carrier stated
it was withholding payment of the
bill pending an agreement concerning
allocation of the settlement proceeds.
Harvey sued Centura, alleging violation
of the statute [and seeking 2x damages]
because it filed the lien before billing
Medicare/Medicaid. The Court held
Centura was not a primary payer and
that Medicaid is a payer of last resort.
Accordingly, it affirmed that Centura
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had no duty to tender to Medicare or
Medicaid before claiming and perfecting
a lien. Importantly, this holding kept the
Court from reaching the pre-emption
question.

to the action. If those criteria are met,
the court must reinstate the complaint
against the newly named defendant.

DIA Brewing, LLC v. MCE-DIA, LLC —
Dismissal without prejudice is not a final
judgement - 2020COA21 (2/16/20).
The Court of Appeals addressed three
questions in this matter. It held that
under the facts of this case, the orders
dismissing Plaintiff ’s claims without
prejudice were not final judgments.
Second, because the dismissal orders were
not final judgments, Plaintiff retained
the right to amend its complaint as a
matter of course under C.R.C.P. 15(a).
Accordingly, it reversed the dismissal of
the amended complaint and remanded
the matter. The dissent disagreed.

The division reversed and

Ruiz v. Chappell — Different division
of Court of Appeals permits amending
complaint after SOL has run if defendant
knew ‘but for error’ defendant would have
been named - 2020COA22 (CA 2/6/20).
Disagreeing with Lavarato v. Branney,
210 P.3d 485 (Colo. App. 2009), a
division of the court of appeals adopts
instead the rationale of Krupski v. Costa
Crociere S.p.A., 560 U.S. 538 (2010),
for determining whether an amended
complaint relates back to the filing of the
original complaint under C.R.C.P. 15(c).
The division reversed and remanded the
case for the district court to apply that
rationale. Under that rationale, the court
must determine 1) whether the newly
named defendant knew or should have
known that, if it were not for a mistake,
the action would have been brought
against the defendant; and 2) whether
the defendant received such notice of
the commencement of the action so that
the defendant will not be prejudiced
in maintaining a defense on the merits

remanded the case for the
district court to apply that
rationale. Under that rationale,
the court must determine 1)
whether the newly named
defendant knew or should
have known that, if it were not
for a mistake, the action would
have been brought against the
defendant; and 2) whether the
defendant received such notice
of the commencement of the
action so that the defendant
will not be prejudiced in
maintaining a defense on the
merits to the action.

TENTH CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS
Murphy-Sims v. Owners Insurance
Company - Court affirms defense verdict
on Nunn litigation - No. 18-1392 (10th
Cir. 2020). Plaintiff-Appellant Luzetta
Murphy-Sims appealed after a jury ruled
in favor of Defendant-Appellee Owners
on her complaint against Owners’
insured stemming from a car accident.
The insured was at fault; Murphy-Sims
maintained that she suffered extensive
injuries, and consequently incurred
significant medical costs, as a result
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of the accident. In February 2014,
she sent Owners a letter demanding
settlement claiming $41,000 in medical
expenses. Owners timely replied with
a request for more information. When
Murphy-Sims failed to reply, Owners
sent two additional follow-up requests.
Finally, in June 2014, Murphy-Sims
provided Owners with some of the
requested information. It did not offer
a settlement payment in response. In
July 2014, Murphy-Sims sued the
insured. The parties agreed roughly
three weeks later to enter into a Nunn
agreement, which bound the matter over
to binding arbitration. The arbitrator
awarded Murphy-Sims approximately
$1.3 million and judgment was entered
against the insured. Pursuant to the
agreement, Murphy-Sims did not
execute on the judgment. In March
2016, Murphy-Sims, standing in the
insured’s shoes as permitted under the
Nunn agreement, filed the underlying
lawsuit against Owners in state district
court, claiming Owners breached its
contract with Switzer and had done so
in bad faith. Owners removed the suit
to federal court and the case proceeded
to trial. The jury ultimately found that
Owners did not breach its contract with
the insured, thereby declining to award
$1.3 million in damages to MurphySims. Having been instructed that it
need not be reached in the absence of a
breach of contract, the jury did not reach
the bad faith claim. The 10th Circuit
found no error in the instruction. The
Court also found that failure to file a
Rule 50(b) motion after the verdict was
a failure to preserve the appeal of the
denial of plaintiff ’s Rule 50(a) motion.
The judgment was affirmed.
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Dental Dynamics v. Jolly Dental
Group – Court finds insufficient
contacts to establish specific jurisdiction
in business dispute - No. 18-6107 (10th
Cir. 01/09/20). At issue in this case
was whether a federal court sitting in
Oklahoma had specific jurisdiction over
Dr. Scott Jolly, a dentist and Arkansas
resident, and his Limited Liability
practice, Jolly Dental Group, LLC.
Dental Dynamics, LLC argued that
three isolated business transactions and
an allegedly fraudulent contract were
sufficient to establish federal court
jurisdiction over its breach of contract
and fraud claims. The Tenth Circuit
disagreed, finding Jolly Dental’s contacts
with Oklahoma were “too random,
fortuitous, and attenuated” to establish
personal jurisdiction there. With respect
to Dental Dynamics’ fraud claim, the
Court concluded Dental Dynamics
failed to show conduct sufficiently
targeted to Oklahoma to establish
personal jurisdiction there.

Frost v. ADT – Court affirms suit
limitation
provision
in
security
monitoring suit - No. 18-3259 (10th
Cir. 2020). Elizabeth Frost died in
an accidental house fire. At the time,
ADT provided security monitoring
services to the premises. During the fire,
ADT received several alerts through
its monitoring system. Although ADT
attempted to call Frost and the back-

up number listed on her account, it
did not get through. After several
such attempts, ADT cleared the alerts
without contacting emergency services.
The administrator of Frost’s estate and
her minor heir, M.F., sued ADT. The
central theme of the complaint was
that ADT’s failure to notify emergency
services contradicted representations on
its website that it would do so, and that
failure wrongfully caused or contributed
to Frost’s death. The district court
dismissed the complaint, holding the
one-year suit limitation provision in the
contract between ADT and Frost barred
the claims and that Claimants failed
to state a claim with respect to certain
counts. Because the Tenth Circuit Court
of Appeals found the contract between
Frost and ADT provided an enforceable
suit-limitation provision that barred the
claims at issue, it affirmed dismissal.
Chavez v. Arizona Automobile Ins.
Co. – Court affirms dismissal of suit due
to failure to plausibly allege coverage - No.
18-1473 (10th Cir. 2020). While driving
a car insured by Arizona Automobile
Insurance Company, Marlena Whicker
rear-ended a taxi and injured its
passenger, Georgiana Chavez. Chavez
sued Whicker in Colorado state court
and won a default judgment when
neither Whicker nor Arizona entered a
defense. Whicker, unable to satisfy the
judgment from the lawsuit, assigned
her rights against Arizona to Chavez,
who then filed this diversity suit against
Arizona in federal court for failure
to defend Whicker in the underlying
state court action. Her theory was that
Arizona had a duty to defend Whicker
under Colorado law because Arizona
knew that she was a driver covered
under its policy. The Tenth Circuit
determined that under Colorado law,
Arizona was only required to defend
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Whicker if Chavez’s complaint plausibly
alleged Whicker was insured under the
Arizona policy. It affirmed its dismissal
of Chavez’s case.
Hill v. Warsewa – Court reverses
dismissal of fisherman’s claim of right to his
spot in the Arkansas River - Docket: 191025 (10th Cir. 01/23/20). PlaintiffAppellant Roger Hill appealed
a district court’s dismissal of his
complaint for failure to state a claim
- specifically for lack of prudential
standing. Hill was a fly fisherman who
preferred to fish at a favorite spot in the
Arkansas River. Defendants-Appellees
Mark Everett Warsewa and Linda
Joseph (Landowners) contended they
owned the Arkansas riverbed up to its
centerline at the spot at which Hill
preferred to fish. Hill contended this
segment of the river was navigable for
title at the time Colorado was admitted
to the United States and that title to
the riverbed consequently vested in
the state at admission under Article
IV of the Constitution and the Equal
Footing Doctrine. According to Hill,
the state holds this title in trust for
the public, subject to an easement for
public uses such as fishing. DefendantAppellee State of Colorado agreed with
the Landowner-Appellees that this
segment of the river was non-navigable
for title at statehood and was privately
owned. The district court found that
Hill lacked prudential standing because
he asserted a generalized grievance
and rested his claims on the rights of
the state. The Tenth Circuit reversed.
Hill alleged he had a specific, legally
protected right to fish resulting from
alleged facts and law. “The other parties
and amici may ultimately be correct
that Colorado law does not actually
afford Mr. Hill the right to fish that he
asserts, even if he can prove navigability
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as a factual matter. But in this regard
‘far-fetchedness is a question to be
determined on the merits.’” The Court
assumed Hill’s claim had “legal validity”
and concluded that he asserted his
own rights, not those of Colorado, for
prudential standing purposes.
Ezell v. BNSF Railway Company –
Tenth Circuit holds that evidence of safer
alternatives does not prove negligence Docket: 19-6018 (10th Cir. 2/05/20).
Ezell was a conductor for BNSF Railway
Company. In 2014, the trainmaster
directed Ezell to detach twenty ballastloaded railcars from a train. To detach,
Ezell had to climb railcar ladders to see
which cars were more than half full of
ballast. Ezell safely performed this on
several railcars, but while inspecting a
railcar, his left hand slipped from the
flange after he had let go of the ladder
rung with his right hand. He fell several
feet to the ground, fracturing his right
leg, right ankle, and left foot. He sued
BNSF under the Federal Employers
Liability Act for failing to provide him
with a reasonably safe place to work.
BNSF moved for summary judgment,
arguing that its railcar complied with
the governing safety regulations and
that Ezell had offered no evidence of
BNSF’s negligence. The Tenth Circuit
Court held: “Ezell’s proffering what
he believes are safer alternatives does
not show negligence.” It also held that
the evidence established that to do
their jobs railroad conductors need to
climb the ladders, and that this was a
reasonably safe activity.
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Vocational Diagnostics, Inc. is the
authority in vocational damages
assessment and life care planning.
Specializing in catastrophic injury cases,
we are the experts in the assessment
of children and adults in a wide range
of cases, including personal injury,
divorce, medical malpractice and labor/
employment. For more than 28 years,
VDI has developed a well-deserved
reputation for its unbiased expertise.
The fact that both plaintiff and defense
counsel routinely retain our services
indicates the high level of respect VDI has
on both sides of the aisle for the quality
of our work. We are proud to provide
unparalleled professional consulting and
expert witness services to the legal and
insurance communities throughout the
U.S. and Canada.
vocationaldiagnostics.com

Diamond Sponsor /
Breakout Speaker

Ponderosa Associates is a technical
consulting company offering the services
of licensed engineers, scientists and
other technical experts. Since 1974 we
have provided prompt, highly qualified
assistance to the legal, industrial and
insurance communities worldwide.
ponderosa-assoc.com
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